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Renovations planned for Estabrooke Hall

Auxiliary services responds to upperclassmen demand for more on-campus housing options

Oroono wrestles with water quality petition

Students express satisfaction with on campus polling station

Patric Skigen, Correspondent

 theorem. The petition called for a comprehensive water management plan, including the renovation of the third and fourth floors of Estabrooke Hall for dormitory use, according to Stewart A. Harvey, executive director of Facilities and Capital Management Services. This would include residence rooms, bathrooms, lounges and common spaces.

“The university currently has a shortage of beds on campus given existing student demand. In the fall of 2014, the University was unable to accommodate approximately 185 requests for beds by upper-class students,” Stewart said.

“As the incoming classes have come in, they’ve been larger, which has taken space away from juniors and seniors, so here is an opportunity to add more space for juniors and seniors,” Sturrup said.

“The renovation of the two floors in Estabrooke will increase the University’s inventory by approximately 99 beds, or 53 percent,” Sturrup said.
In April 2012, the University of Maine was featured for the first time on the Princeton Review’s top 20 party schools in the United States. The Black Bears came home at 19 on the list, just ahead of the University of Tennessee.

Two years later, UMaine has lost none of its vigor. With the construction of The Grove and similar housing projects that are coming down the line, more students coming from the rest of the country, as well as outside it, are coming and finding out just how rowdy the Maine woods can get.

So what is it about the air up here that makes people go bananas?

Ben Kaplan, founder and CEO of the latest party-finder app, WiGo, has recently shared some data regarding users of the app among the student population at UMaine. This data shows when students prefer to go out, where they tend to go most, and how the school stacks up against similar universities, such as the University of New Hampshire.

Kaplan, himself a former collegiate hockey player at Holy Cross in Worcester, Massachusetts, came up with the idea for WiGo after hearing his fellow students ask the same questions every weekend regarding plans for the weekend. In order to address this, WiGo shows if and where a user’s friends are going out on a particular night, as well as if they want the user to come out and join. There is also a chat function that erases its history at the end of every night, a useful feature for those who have a tendency to drink and text.

Kaplan launched WiGo exclusively at Holy Cross in January of 2014. Within weeks, over half of the student body was using it. Two months ago, WiGo went national and currently has thousands of users from over 1,100 schools and is continuing to grow at a faster rate than other social apps that have come out in the last couple of years such as Tinder, according to Kaplan.

“It allows you to see who’s going out and where, so if you see that the cute girl from the dining hall is going out, you can try and meet her out there,” Kaplan said.

Despite this, the app has yet to take off this far north. Only around 500 students at UMaine currently use the app at this time, which amounts to about 6 percent of the student body. Even so, Kaplan believes that the data taken from those students can be extrapolated and matched with national trends to give an indication of what students in the Orono like to do on the weekends. According to Kaplan, over 50 percent of the student body uses the app at some schools.

According to the data, Saturday night seems to be the most popular option for students to go out. This is followed by Fridays, with Wednesdays and Sundays being tied for third. This may come as somewhat of a surprise given the prevalence of “thirsty Thursday” and the business it brings to Orono’s three bars.

Speaking of The Bear Brew, the popular bar was one of the top places for UMaine students.

Cameron Paquette, News Editor

Aley Lewis, Photo Editor

See WiGo on A4

The Social Choice Equity Fund (TICRF) and Social Choice Bond Fund (TSBFR) combine responsible investment criteria with impressive performance, benchmarked against broad market indexes, which means you get broad market exposure and funds that can serve as core holdings within a portfolio.

Watch our new video at TIAA.org/responsibleinvesting
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Renovation from A1

While all council members agreed that these management practices are straightforward and necessary for running an efficient and innovative district, or municipality, asking for information creation, renovation or expansion among the public would be a must. "One thing I would like to see from the Orono Village Water Board is listening to and learning from those who would be affected," Cross said. However she added that the public should only be involved when the district is making decisions that the community cares about. "Otherwise we should be left alone," she said. Cross said that the Orono Village Water Board should have a more open meeting to involve the public, but to ask the public to sit on the board and over manage the water district. Freeman believed that at this point in the process, the Orono Village Water Board is trying to overcome its problems and not in the position to involve the public in the process. "But I think it is important to have some public input," she said. Several residents in attendance believed that an adoption of a comprehensive plan would be critical to meeting the legitimacy of the OVWD. "We are asking for a thorough investigation of options and I think that is what we mean by a comprehensive plan," Kate Clark, said. 

Water from A1

While all council members agreed that these management practices are straightforward and necessary for running an efficient and innovative district or municipality, asking for information creation, renovation or expansion among the public would be a must. "One thing I would like to see from the Orono Village Water Board is listening to and learning from those who would be affected," Cross said. However she added that the public should only be involved when the district is making decisions that the community cares about. "Otherwise we should be left alone," she said. Cross said that the Orono Village Water Board should have a more open meeting to involve the public, but to ask the public to sit on the board and over manage the water district. Freeman believed that at this point in the process, the Orono Village Water Board is trying to overcome its problems and not in the position to involve the public in the process. "But I think it is important to have some public input," she said. Several residents in attendance believed that an adoption of a comprehensive plan would be critical to meeting the legitimacy of the OVWD. "We are asking for a thorough investigation of options and I think that is what we mean by a comprehensive plan," Kate Clark, said.

Academic partnership allows NSFA students to research fish science in Gulf of Maine

The College of Natural Sciences, Forestry and Agriculture (NSFA) has established a new joint-study internship program with the University of Maine's Darling Marine Center in Orono. The program is part of a new partnership between the College of NSFA and NOAA's Northeast Fisheries Science Center that seeks to foster new opportunities for students to work between the college and NOAA scientists. As part of the deal, NSFA students will have the opportunity to work on the campus of NSFA and NOAA's Northeast Fisheries Science Center for the duration of the academic year. The program is specific to undergraduate students in the College of Natural Sciences, Forestry and Agriculture.

The College of Natural Sciences, Forestry and Agriculture (NSFA) has established a new joint-study internship program with the University of Maine's Darling Marine Center in Orono. The program is part of a new partnership between the College of NSFA and NOAA's Northeast Fisheries Science Center that seeks to foster new opportunities for students to work between the college and NOAA scientists. As part of the deal, NSFA students will have the opportunity to work on the campus of NSFA and NOAA's Northeast Fisheries Science Center for the duration of the academic year. The program is specific to undergraduate students in the College of Natural Sciences, Forestry and Agriculture.

The College of Natural Sciences, Forestry and Agriculture (NSFA) has established a new joint-study internship program with the University of Maine's Darling Marine Center in Orono. The program is part of a new partnership between the College of NSFA and NOAA's Northeast Fisheries Science Center that seeks to foster new opportunities for students to work between the college and NOAA scientists. As part of the deal, NSFA students will have the opportunity to work on the campus of NSFA and NOAA's Northeast Fisheries Science Center for the duration of the academic year. The program is specific to undergraduate students in the College of Natural Sciences, Forestry and Agriculture.
WiGo from A1

known for its brick oven pizzas as well as a variety of beers on tap, including some made by a local brewery on Mill Street. According to the app data, The Bear Brew is a popular destination for students, having served more than 1,000 guests in a single weekend.

Students who live on campus made casting their midterm ballots another stop in their busy day. Aley Lewis, Photo Editor

The Grove at UMaine was the site of a lively event on election day, with students wearing colorful decorations and holding up signs supporting their favorite candidates. The Grove was transformed into a festive atmosphere with music, food, and drinks, creating a sense of community for the 2,000 students who attended.

Election from A1

Today, it was very convenient. There were a lot of nice people helping, as well. The election decided the state’s next governor, a race between incumbent Paul LePage, Mike Michaud and Eliot Cutler. The state’s senatorial and congressional seats were also being contested.

Susan Collins won the Senate seat once again, for a second term, and Susan Collins won the Senate seat once again, while Charlie Pugh won the District 1 seat and Bruce Poliquin secured the District 2 seat.

The polls also show that, of the 29 percent of students at UMaine who voted, 29 percent supported his opponent. The polls also show that, of the 29 percent of students at UMaine who voted, 29 percent supported his opponent.

When going out, the top five most attended destinations as follows:

1. Football game
2. Rushing
3. Doing Nothing @ Home
4. Club Hockey Formal
5. Bear Brew

Although Kaplan admitted that the primary audience for the app is college students, he hopes that the app will continue to grow and eventually become something that can be used by the general public.

“Right now, I’m in Boston, and it would be really useful to know who’s going out and where in the town,” Kaplan said.

Students who live on campus made casting their midterm ballots another stop in their busy day.
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the officers identified the student who needed assis-

was called to assist officers conducted a search but denied possessing or smok-

marijuana; however they all

the room occupants, who all

decorated noticeable in the lobby. Offi-

were located the source of the odor and made contact with the room occupants, who all
depicted smoking marijuana however they all
denied possessing or smok-

marijuana. The offi-

circle conducted a search but found nothing. The indivi-

referred to judicial Affairs.

7:01 p.m. Two strikers, you’re out

An RA alerted UMPD of an extremely intoxicated student who needed assist-

ance around the Mainy Dorm. Upon arrival, the officers identified the 18-year-old student as Mar-

kell Kopp, who was out on bail condition, and did not notice him to drink. UVAC was called to assist officers.

Before the senate met, 3rd-year rep. Kipp presented to the senate.

the week’s first vote was to approve the budget for the year. As a reminder to the

police department, the RA at the Bangor Room.

The American Indian Student Organization re-

ceived preliminary rec-

recognition as a new student club. The club is aimed at promoting and edu-

cating the Native Amer-

can student community by discussing issues and attending na-

tional events around campus and in Bangor.

Organization President Terrance Rice was on hand to speak.

Before the new senate came a request from the Bangor Room for a $1,350 wrestling mat.

Vice President Sen. Bradley Gannon put forth an argument to fund

the mat, as the money forth an argument to fund.

Sen. Loring was put

out complaint Tuesday afternoon from the Mainy Dorm.

students identified the RA in the

floor. Unarmed officers located the source of the

odor and made contact with

the room occupants, who all

were medical students, and

the odors came from the

laboratory. Officers

were medical students, and

the odors came from the

laboratory. Officers

the floor and refused

to leave. Upon arriving,

a staff member in the acade-

mic building told police
drinking was going on.

After asking officers

the question of whether

and

the RA on the first floor of

Campbell Hall over poor conditions.
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is expected.
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Hilarious humor and how it affects us

Nathaniel Irink
Second-year journalism student

D workable solution to the Ebola virus, there are more serious, harder to manage issues. Students and United States healthcare workers, students like myself, are trying to live their lives, just as the virus is trying to live and grow. The current Ebola case death rate is 70% and it is expected to rise. There are more than 10,000 cases currently affecting West Africa, and the international community is continuing to work on the problem. 

So why do so many people want to panic over a disease that is so widespread. There are more than 1000 deaths related to the virus and the number is expected to rise. Even President Obama has addressed the issue on several occasions, but most of the time it has been left behind. 

So why do so many people want to panic over a disease that is so widespread and dangerous? Why do people feel that they need to panic? 

There are many reasons, and some of them are very flawed. 

First, the virus is new and people have never seen it before. This is the case with any new disease, as people are naturally scared. 

Second, the virus is difficult to study. 

Third, the disease is feared because it is very deadly. 

Fourth, the media has a lot to do with the way people perceive the disease. 

Fifth, fear is a natural emotion. 

Sixth, the media has a lot to do with the way people perceive the disease. 

Seventh, it is easier to panic than to take action. 

Eighth, people want to feel like they are doing something about the situation. 

Ninth, the media has a lot to do with the way people perceive the disease. 

Tenth, it is easier to panic than to take action. 

Eleventh, people want to feel like they are doing something about the situation. 

Twelfth, it is easier to panic than to take action. 

Thirteenth, people want to feel like they are doing something about the situation. 

Fourteenth, it is easier to panic than to take action. 

Fifteenth, people want to feel like they are doing something about the situation. 

Sixteenth, it is easier to panic than to take action. 

Seventeenth, people want to feel like they are doing something about the situation. 

Eighteenth, it is easier to panic than to take action. 

Nineteenth, people want to feel like they are doing something about the situation. 

Twentieth, it is easier to panic than to take action. 

In conclusion, there are many reasons why people panic over the disease, but most of them are flawed. The media has a lot to do with the way people perceive the disease, and the disease itself is very deadly. However, people need to work together to contain the disease and put an end to the panic.

Matthew Fishkin
Class of 2015, Preivateer Psychology

Below, I’ll discuss the role of Ebola in the world around us and how it affects us. 

The first step to understanding the role of Ebola in our lives is to understand the disease itself. 

Ebola is a deadly and infectious disease that is caused by a virus. The virus is transmitted through direct contact with infected bodily fluids, such as blood, urine, feces, or saliva. 

The disease has caused widespread panic and fear among the general public. 

However, there are ways to prevent the spread of the disease. 

First, it is important to understand the disease itself. 

Second, it is important to understand the symptoms of the disease. 

Third, it is important to understand the treatment of the disease. 

Fourth, it is important to understand the prevention of the disease. 

Fifth, it is important to understand the awareness of the disease. 

Sixth, it is important to understand the research of the disease. 

Seventh, it is important to understand the prevention of the disease. 

Eighth, it is important to understand the awareness of the disease. 

Ninth, it is important to understand the research of the disease. 

Tenth, it is important to understand the prevention of the disease. 

Eleventh, it is important to understand the awareness of the disease. 

Twelfth, it is important to understand the research of the disease. 

Thirteenth, it is important to understand the prevention of the disease. 

Fourteenth, it is important to understand the awareness of the disease. 

Fifteenth, it is important to understand the research of the disease. 

Sixteenth, it is important to understand the prevention of the disease. 

Seventeenth, it is important to understand the awareness of the disease. 

Eighteenth, it is important to understand the research of the disease. 

Nineteenth, it is important to understand the prevention of the disease. 

Twentieth, it is important to understand the awareness of the disease. 

In conclusion, understanding the role of Ebola in our lives is important. 

The Maine Campus is an independent student publication. It is completely produced by undergraduate students of the University of Maine. Student subscriptions are provided for free through the communications fee. 

Anonymous letters will not be published.
The trial of Rasmea Odeh

The trial of Rasmea Odeh, a 67-year-old Amer-

can citizen, has gotten from

2,189 Palestinians in Gaza — Operation Pro-

tective Edge. According to

to the United Nations Of-

fice for the Coordination

of Humanitarian Affairs, 2,189 Palestinians have been killed, with 4,488 of them

injured. In addition, there are 400,000

inhabiting the territory.

Odeh, a 67-year-old Amer-

ican citizen, has been

arrested in the United States. Her

arrest came at a strange

time, because of the

human rights violations

of both U.S. and Israeli hu-

man rights violations.

Odeh has been an Amer-

ican citizen for the past de-

cades, so the timing of her ar-

rest comes at a strange
time. International pres-

sure on Israel and all

human rights violations has increased since the most recent war in the

Middle East.

We must look at Odeh’s
decade-old crime. We need
not know for sure whether

Rasmea Odeh was guilty of
the crime that she was accused
of committing in Israel, but we
do know that she has been given severe tortu-

res for which there is no

justification. It is unfair to assume

that if you actively work against

the power of the state, you are

subject to severe torture and unfair

actions.

I believe that the University of Maine has a truly

wonderful Student Life department that

works incredibly hard to make sure that the

students of this university have the best possible

options during their time here. Not

only do these people know about

all of the work that goes into plan-

ning, organizing and activities

that take place on this campus, but they also fully understand

what goes on in our minds. It is

impossible to know what

everyone who makes decisions

on campus is thinking. However,

I do believe that the University of Maine is doing its

best to make sure that the

students have the best possible

options during their time here.
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Diversions

Crossword

Across
1. Coed, possibly 9. Investigate
5. High holdings 14. Tropical nut tree
9. Investigate 15. After-bath powder
14. Tropical nut tree 16. Yitzhak of Israel
15. After-bath powder 17. Most probably
16. Yitzhak of Israel 20. Authority
17. Most probably 21. Units of loudness
20. Authority 22. Highway curve
21. Units of loudness 23. Nuisances
22. Highway curve 25. Pack down tightly
23. Nuisances 27. Nautical greeting
25. Pack down tightly 29. Exclamation for a
27. Nautical greeting 31. Italian noble family
29. Exclamation for a 35. May celebrants
31. Italian noble family 36. Sicilian mount
35. May celebrants 37. Obis and the like
36. Sicilian mount 39. Where MBAs are
37. Obis and the like 42. Musical studies
39. Where MBAs are 43. Afternoon affairs
42. Musical studies 44. Funnyman Olsen
43. Afternoon affairs 45. Riviera resort San
44. Funnyman Olsen 46. Blacken, in a way
45. Riviera resort San 47. River of Greek
46. Blacken, in a way 48. Sort of sign
47. River of Greek 51. Ululates
48. Sort of sign 53. Mrs. Cantor
51. Ululates 56. Worker’s request
53. Mrs. Cantor 58. Manners
56. Worker’s request 61. Broadcast organiza-
58. Manners 64. Sort of education
61. Broadcast organization since 1950 65. Uluates
64. Sort of education 66. Yitzhak of Israel
65. Uluates 69. Old World dagger
66. Yitzhak of Israel 71. Pieces of cut crystal,
69. Old World dagger 72. TV tough guy
71. Pieces of cut crystal, 73. Musical studies
72. TV tough guy 74. Afternoon affairs
73. Musical studies 75. Musical studies
74. Afternoon affairs 76. Musical studies
75. Musical studies 77. Musical studies
76. Musical studies 78. Musical studies
77. Musical studies 79. Musical studies
78. Musical studies

Down
1. Travels between the
2. A Mrs. Chaplin
3. Feign sleep
4. Bull of the WWII
5. 31,800,000 sq. mi.
6. Watertight structures
7. City on the Hum-
8. Atomizers’ contents
9. Piece of cut crystal,
10. College cheer
11. Ensemble part,
12. Personal accounts,
13. Signs off
14. Tropical nut tree
15. After-bath powder
16. Yitzhak of Israel
17. Most probably
18. ___ Gatos
19. Poetic meadow
20. Authority
21. Units of loudness
22. Highway curve
23. Nuisances
24. Sort of sign
25. Pack down tightly
26. Mexicali money
27. Fossil resin used in
28. Terre ___
29. Exclamation for a
30. Fake jewelry
31. Italian noble family
32. Defeats
33. TV tough guy
34. Baltimore suburb
35. Most probably
36. Missouri
37. Obis and the like
38. Musical studies
39. Where MBAs are
40. They precede pub-
41. Algae
42. Blacken, in a way
43. Afternoon affairs
44. Funnyman Olsen
45. Riviera resort San
46. Blacken, in a way
47. River of Greek
48. Sort of sign
49. Old World dagger
50. Clod
51. Ululates
52. Casserole cousin
53. Savers’ devices
54. Miami’s county
55. Together, in music
56. Worker’s request
57. Ward of “Sisters”
58. Manners
59. Foil alternative
60. Desiccated
61. Broadcast organization since 1950
62. Type
63. Work on a platter
64. Sort of education
65. Uluates
66. Yitzhak of Israel
67. Assays
68. Shoe form
69. Old World dagger
70. Musical studies
71. Pieces of cut crystal,
72. TV tough guy
73. Musical studies
74. Afternoon affairs
75. Musical studies
76. Musical studies
77. Musical studies
78. Musical studies
79. Musical studies
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Sudoku

Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order. But each digit can only appear once. There is only one correct answer.

Difficulty level: Hard

Word Scramble: School

1. UNPLEADORY
9. KPRICKCA
10. TMHIA
2. ORBSICO
11. DERGIA
3. RIBETAC
12. OSIRK
4. DINRIGAI
13. PNSRIG
5. EBSREITMP
14. NKSFPI
6. EBRIR
8. OWRMKBIO
7. INGERBIA
Restaurants

Photography

Sports

For the past few days to a day or two after days I have lost my phone twice. I have lost it in my pocket, in my bag, and once even on the floor while dancing. I have told myself to stop losing my phone, but I keep on doing it. I have lost it more than once and it has caused me a lot of trouble. I have had to replace it and also it has caused me to be more careful with my belongings. I have also lost it in the past while going through my purse and I have had to replace it as well. I am now more careful with my belongings and try to keep track of them more often. I have learned my lesson and will try not to lose my phone again.
The genocide killings began with a series of events that led directly to the deaths of hundreds of thousands of people. The genocide was the culmination of years of tension and violence between the Hutu and Tutsi ethnic groups in Rwanda. The conflict was fueled by a history of discrimination, poverty, and inequality, and was systematically planned and executed by members of the Hutu extremist group, the Interahamwe, who were supported by the government.

The genocide began in 1994 and lasted for 100 days. During this time, an estimated 800,000 Tutsi and moderate Hutu people were murdered. The genocide was carried out by the Interahamwe, who went door to door and killed people based on their ethnicity. They used a range of weapons, including machetes, clubs, and guns.

The genocide had a profound impact on Rwanda, as well as on the global community. It was the deadliest ethnic cleansing in recent history and led to widespread displacement and trauma. The survivors and their families have struggled to rebuild their lives and to overcome the trauma of the genocide.

Despite the challenges, there have been efforts to promote reconciliation and healing in Rwanda. These efforts include efforts to educate people about the history of the genocide and to promote understanding and empathy among different ethnic groups. There are also programs to provide support to the victims of the genocide and to help them rebuild their lives.

The work of promoting reconciliation and healing continues in Rwanda. It is a complex and ongoing process, but there is hope for a brighter future for the country and its people.
Christopher Nolan has given us films such as “The Dark Knight” and “Inception.” His latest film, “Interstellar,” offers a new perspective on the science fiction genre. Nolan’s exploration of space travel, characters that don’t need rescue, and the exploration of new worlds but still have a solid purpose for the characters’ story and the film’s overall arc.

One of the best aspects of “Interstellar” is Hans Zimmer’s breathtaking score. The film’s soundtrack is one of the most evocative soundtracks I’ve heard in recent memory. The score is not only heard through the sometimes-elaborate and mesmerizing scenes, but also through the film’s narrative. The score’s importance is further emphasized by the breathing scene which the score soundtrack would be the film’s silent, yet important, character.

In “Interstellar,” the importance of the music is not just in the background, but also in the foreground. The film’s cinematography is also outstanding, creating a visually stunning and emotionally powerful experience.

However, in the lesser scenes where the music is not as effective, the film’s narrative suffers. The film’s characters’ motivations are not always clear, and the overall arc of the film feels a bit scattered.

In conclusion, “Interstellar” is an ambitious and visually stunning film that offers a fresh take on the science fiction genre. With its powerful score and imaginative cinematography, the film is sure to leave a lasting impression on viewers.
Vollition hits the slopes
UMaine graduate’s ski company entering sixth season

Staff Writer

Chris Bagley, owner of Vollition Ski Company, has marketed methods for building custom skis since he was in high school. When it comes to the new media student, Bagley said to expect a new dynamic that he is familiar with.

“lt wasn’t just about making the ski, it was about the ethics and creating a movement inside the industry to bring people back to make local products,” Bagley said. “lt wasn’t just about doing it, it was about why it was doing it.”

The company is gearing up for its sixth season, and as a result has several new faces in some of its roles. This season, Vollition is re-launching a brand new model, the V2, which is a progression of its all-mountain ski. The ski features technical-side cuts “which help you really get at some terrain,” according to Bagley.

The V2 is one of two all-mountain skis that Vollition produces, the other being the FR2, which also received some updates for the upcoming season, featuring “more rockers and a different sidecut,” Bagley said. Vollition customers can also expect to see an array of new graphics. This company does not mass produce their line; “they are all custom orders, and they are all hand made,” Bagley said.

While developing the company at UMaine in 2009, Bagley said he received a lot of help from Bob Lindberg, a staff member of the University’s Advanced Structures and Composites Center. Bagley was supportive of the company, according to Lindberg, for its birthplace at the University.

Lindberg helped Bagley apply for and receive a small grant from the Maine Technology Institute, “which basically helps us become a real, productive company,” Bagley said. The grant allowed the company to do professional testing at the UMaine, where the ski could get to a stress test in a controlled environment that produced qualitative results.

When Guinea-Bissau and its five-year-old president were the first survivors of several days of fighting because of the political party, the new generation. Bissau didn’t join his mother or his brother in the back of the University.

Lindberg helped Bagley apply for and receive a small grant from the Maine Technology Institute, “which helped us become an active, productive company,” Bagley said. The grant allowed the company to do professional testing at the UMaine, where the ski could get to a stress test in a controlled environment that produced qualitative results.

When Guinea-Bissau and its five-year-old president were the first survivors of several days of fighting, because the political party, the new generation. Bissau didn’t join his mother or his brother in the back of the University.

Lindberg helped Bagley apply for and receive a small grant from the Maine Technology Institute, “which helped us become an active, productive company,” Bagley said. The grant allowed the company to do professional testing at the UMaine, where the ski could get to a stress test in a controlled environment that produced qualitative results.

However, despite the line’s buzz, Almarzooq said the people of Iraq have been very welcoming. “They’re very nice and ask me about my family, they’re very nice,” he said.

Almarzooq is studying in the United States to pursue his master’s in electrical engineering at UMaine. He hopes he can return to work for the Iraqi government upon graduation.

“I hope to build my country, and spread what I have learned in America to my country so maybe we can learn this state too,” he said.

The company is gearing up for its sixth season, and as a result has several new faces in some of its roles. This season, Vollition is re-launching a brand new model, the V2, which is a progression of its all-mountain ski. The ski features technical-side cuts “which help you really get at some terrain,” according to Bagley.

The V2 is one of two all-mountain skis that Vollition produces, the other being the FR2, which also received some updates for the upcoming season, featuring “more rockers and a different sidecut,” Bagley said. Vollition customers can also expect to see an array of new graphics. This company does not mass produce their line; “they are all custom orders, and they are all hand made,” Bagley said.

While developing the company at UMaine in 2009, Bagley said he received a lot of help from Bob Lindberg, a staff member of the University’s Advanced Structures and Composites Center. Bagley was supportive of the company, according to Lindberg, for its birthplace at the University.

Lindberg helped Bagley apply for and receive a small grant from the Maine Technology Institute, “which basically helps us become an active, productive company,” Bagley said. The grant allowed the company to do professional testing at the UMaine, where the ski could get to a stress test in a controlled environment that produced qualitative results.
A 20-point Richmond victory earlier in the season made things difficult for UConn.}

The UConn defense has been struggling all year long, as the team has allowed an average of 18 points per game. The Huskies' defense has not been able to stop the opposing offenses, particularly on the ground. In fact, the team has allowed 13 rushing touchdowns in its last three games, an average of 4.3 per game.

On offense, the Huskies have been doing a better job of protecting the football. They have only lost two fumbles in their last three games, compared to 10 in the previous three games. However, the team's offense has struggled to find consistency, averaging only 23.7 points per game during this stretch.

Overall, the Huskies have a tough road ahead of them. They will need to improve on both sides of the ball if they hope to compete against the top teams in the conference.
The Black Bears would make the lead 1-0 when they scored a power-play goal through the neutral zone. Keon skated the puck to the point from behind the net, the puck was passed to fourth-year defenseman Lauren Stills, whose shot from the point was saved by the net, but then was deflected past Traisy for a score at 7:41 of the first period.

Monday would see off a rebound in front of the net. Fourth-year goalkeeper Sydney Traisy took a shot from the point that was stopped by Brown Bears goalie Monica Evans in traffic. But Evans could not keep the puck out of the net to cut the lead to 2-1. Brown would add just 3:59 to the final game of the night when a shot by third-year defender Brooke Duda was stopped by Traisy, but the rebound was driven into the net by Keon for her second goal of the game. The Black Bears would also add an empty-net goal in the last minute of play.

While the Black Bears got the advantage on the penalty kill, when second-year forward Brittany Stimpson received a stretch pass from fourth-year defenseman Jessica Hull. Hull took a few strides before firing a wrist shot over the stick-side shoulder of Ev- ris to tie the game at two. Brown would get the go-ahead goal at 14:45 of the sec- ond period, when Robertson found second-year forward Casey Cavanagh in the offensive zone who took a shot from high on the right dot that beat her glove side. Brown would add just 5:39 to the third period with the final goal of the night, after a shot by third-year defender Brooke Duda was stopped by Traisy, but the rebound was tapped into the net by Keon for her second goal of the game. The Black Bears would also add an empty-net goal in the last minute of play.

The Black Bears scored a power-play goal when second-year forward Hayley Treacy scored the goal of her left hand on an empty-net attempt at 32:47. Jettie played a solid goal in the net and kept the Black Bears in the game. Evris made 30 stops while Traisy stopped 24 of the 26 last scoring chance. Traisy was recently named to the Hockey East first team for the month of October. Maine played in the top on the power play while Brown won 1-2. The Black Bears played well early Saturday, though a lack of goals against the Black Bears would limit their chances of winning the game.

The second period would see off a four-goal lead for Maine. The Black Bears would add a goal 40 seconds before they opened the scoring at the 25-second mark when third-year forward Ander Richards buried the puck into the net. Keon netted her second goal of the game on a second look to give Brown the 2-0 lead.

Looking forward to the weekend, Brown improved to 4-3-2 overall, 2-1-1 in Hockey East. The Bears will travel to the nearby University of New Hampshire next weekend for a two-game series.

Alexis Ranney

Women’s ice hockey drop a pair at Brown

Women's hockey team travels to Brown in the neutral zone.

The University of Maine women’s hockey team traveled to Providence, Rhode Island on Saturday, November 8, 2014, and was defeated by the Brown Bears 5-2 and 8-0 in two games. A goal in the first period and a goal in the second period would seal the deal for the Bears in both games. The Bears return home this weekend to host Boston University.

The Bears took the first lead of the game on a power-play goal at 5:04 of the first period. Brown was awarded a five-on-three power-play when Miami was assessed a minor penalty for unsportsmanlike conduct at 4:20 of the period. The Bears were able to cash in as they scored on the five-on-three advantage, when second-year forward Linda Lantos was able to tip a shot past third-year goalkeeper Julianne Landry. The Black Bears scored a second power-play goal when second-year forward Hayley Treacy buried the puck into the net for her second goal of the game just 5:33 into the second period of play. The Black Bears would also add an empty-net goal in the last minute of play.

While the Black Bears got the advantage on the penalty kill, when second-year forward Brittany Stimpson received a stretch pass from fourth-year defenseman Jessica Hull. Hull took a few strides before firing a wrist shot over the stick-side shoulder of Ev- ris to tie the game at two. Brown would get the go-ahead goal at 14:45 of the sec- ond period, when Robertson found second-year forward Casey Cavanagh in the offensive zone who took a shot from high on the right dot that beat her glove side. Brown would add just 5:39 to the third period with the final goal of the night, after a shot by third-year defender Brooke Duda was stopped by Traisy, but the rebound was tapped into the net by Keon for her second goal of the game. The Black Bears would also add an empty-net goal in the last minute of play.

The Black Bears got the advantage on the penalty kill, when second-year forward Brittany Stimpson received a stretch pass from fourth-year defenseman Jessica Hull. Hull took a few strides before firing a wrist shot over the stick-side shoulder of Ev- ris to tie the game at two. Brown would get the go-ahead goal at 14:45 of the sec- ond period, when Robertson found second-year forward Casey Cavanagh in the offensive zone who took a shot from high on the right dot that beat her glove side. Brown would add just 5:39 to the third period with the final goal of the night, after a shot by third-year defender Brooke Duda was stopped by Traisy, but the rebound was tapped into the net by Keon for her second goal of the game. The Black Bears would also add an empty-net goal in the last minute of play.

The Black Bears scored a power-play goal when second-year forward Hayley Treacy scored the goal of her left hand on an empty-net attempt at 32:47. Jettie played a solid goal in the net and kept the Black Bears in the game. Evris made 30 stops while Traisy stopped 24 of the 26 last scoring chance. Traisy was recently named to the Hockey East first team for the month of October. Maine played in the top on the power play while Brown won 1-2. The Black Bears played well early Saturday, though a lack of goals against the Black Bears would limit their chances of winning the game.

The second period would see off a four-goal lead for Maine. The Black Bears would add a goal 40 seconds before they opened the scoring at the 25-second mark when third-year forward Ander Richards buried the puck into the net. Keon netted her second goal of the game on a second look to give Brown the 2-0 lead.

Looking forward to the weekend, Brown improved to 4-3-2 overall, 2-1-1 in Hockey East. The Bears will travel to the nearby University of New Hampshire next weekend for a two-game series.
The University of Mainemen's basketball men's basketball head coach Richard Barron. The 6’11” forward is a transfer from New Hampshire Wildcats.

Barron said, "He has lost three of his five games. He is making a legacy unlike no other. He is more than just him wanting to bring Cleveland to the Finals." Barron continued, "His team's performances are a no-brainer, there wasn't another choice. They were just better and they deserved to win.

The biggest thing to take away from this game, on and off the court. Lebron cares more about bringing a title to Cleveland, to the est city in the sports world. He has lost three of his five games. He is making a legacy unlike no other. He is more than just him wanting to bring Cleveland to the Finals. He has lost three of his five games. He is making a legacy unlike no other. He is more than just him wanting to bring Cleveland to the Finals.

The biggest thing to take away from this game, on and off the court. Lebron cares more about bringing a title to Cleveland, to the est city in the sports world. He has lost three of his five games. He is making a legacy unlike no other. He is more than just him wanting to bring Cleveland to the Finals.

The biggest thing to take away from this game, on and off the court. Lebron cares more about bringing a title to Cleveland, to the est city in the sports world. He has lost three of his five games. He is making a legacy unlike no other. He is more than just him wanting to bring Cleveland to the Finals.
The NFLPA called for the reinstatement of Minnesota Vikings running back Adrian Peterson after Peterson pled no guilty to a misdemeanor assault charge.

Arizona Cardinals quarterback Carson Palmer has passed for 1,777 yards and 14 touchdowns in six games, but the Bills and will miss the rest of the season and postseason.

The Pittsburgh Penguins routed the Buffalo Sabres Saturday night, 6-1. Sidney Crosby tallied five assists in the Penguins victory.

The Philadelphia Eagles are 3-3, but the Bills remain at 4-2. The Eagles didn’t win a road game until the eighth week of the season.

Bills rookie guard Markus Martin was hit by a bone in the foot on Friday night. Point guard Rajon Rondo is expected to return Wednesday.

Mike Trout and Andrew McCutchen are two of the best players in baseball.
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The Pittsburgh Penguins routed the Buffalo Sabres Saturday night, 6-1. Sidney Crosby tallied five assists in the Penguins victory.

The Philadelphia Eagles are 3-3, but the Bills remain at 4-2. The Eagles didn’t win a road game until the eighth week of the season.

Bills rookie guard Markus Martin was hit by a bone in the foot on Friday night. Point guard Rajon Rondo is expected to return Wednesday.

Mike Trout and Andrew McCutchen are two of the best players in baseball.
Chelsea nearly untouchable in EPL

The 33-year old defender John Terry has been a vital part of the Chelsea backline leading the Chelsea backline. Terry has been a vital part of the Chelsea backline since Jose Mourinho took over the beginning of last season. "Balotelli has yet to find the back of the net in the EPL, including against Chelsea on Saturday where his Liverpool squad fell 2-1 to the league leaders," stated Mourinho. The top four teams, as of Sunday morning, consisted of Manchester City at three, Southam-campbell at two with Chelsea remaining out the table, Southampton up four on the EPL table, and Manchester United at four on the EPL table.

The student newspaper of the University of Maine is looking to add experienced photographers to its staff. Interested students are encouraged to contact Photo Editor Alessandra Lewis at photo@mainecampus.com, or on FirstClass.

The Maine Campus is hiring!

The student newspaper of the University of Maine is looking to add experienced photographers to its staff. Interested students are encouraged to contact Photo Editor Alessandra Lewis at photo@mainecampus.com, or on FirstClass.

Week 11 of the English Premier League (EPL) has come and gone with Liverpool supporters and questions have led to frustrated Liverpool fans and questions as to whether Balotelli fits in. Balotelli has yet to find the back of the net in the EPL, including against Chelsea on Saturday where his Liverpool squad fell 2-1 to the league leaders.

The goal-scoring machine since the 2013/2014 campaign has somewhat regained their form. Can the top squads play like they were projected to? Can low-budget West Ham assert themselves to give the Catamounts an exclamation point on the season. The Black Bears got on the board with 12:07 left in the second period thanks to Romeo for a 3-0 Catamounts advantage. The Black Bears got on the board with 12:07 left in the second period thanks to Romeo for a 3-0 Catamounts advantage. The goal was Lena’s first of the season.

The Black Bears got on the board with 12:07 left in the second period thanks to fourth-year forward Connor Schurhamer. The goal was Lena’s first of the season.

The student newspaper of the University of Maine is looking to add experienced photographers to its staff. Interested students are encouraged to contact Photo Editor Alessandra Lewis at photo@mainecampus.com, or on FirstClass.
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I kin haz tweet!

@themainecampus